In recent years, a large-scale logistic center plays an important role in mail-order business with Internet. In the logistic center, the efficient managing is required to deliver products to customers as soon as possible. Researches to efficiently control the logistic center have been done in the various approaches. This study proposed a new method for the order-picking problem considering worker's jamming at the same shelf in the logistic center. In the proposed method, we formulate worker's scheduling in the logistic center as Job-shop Scheduling Problem and optimize this problem. Numerical experiments show the proposed method improve worker's scheduling compared with rulebased scheduling.
Introduction
Rapid spreading of mail-order shopping, on-line shopping and supply chain systems requires largescale logistic centers. Now, anyone can shop and order products at any place in the world through Internet. A logistic center has various functions such as not only keeping products but also shipping products. Fig. 1 shows functions in the logistic center from a customer's order to shipment.
For shipping products, it becomes important to make good plans to collect products ordered by customers as fast as possible because of due date. Such plans in the logistic center are assigning order-sheets to workers, who collect products under the specified order-sheets, finding an efficient route to drop in shelves and pick products, sorting collected products under the order-sheets, packing sorted products to deliver the same district, and making a shipping schedule for trucks. A work of collecting products at the logistic center is called an order-picking work. Making a series of plans for assigning order-sheets to workers, dropping in shelves and picking products called an order-picking problem. More than 80% of logistic centers in Western Europe adopt the order-picking work. We have already tackled the order-picking problem by formulating it as a traveling salesman problem to determine a collecting products route for workers.
In this paper, we propose a new solution for the order-picking problem, which takes consideration into jamming of workers at the same shelves. The new solution is based on one applied to the job-shop problem. The paper is composed of as follows. After the introduction, some related works are explained. Then, the research purpose is described. Since we deal with the order-picking problem as the job-shop scheduling problem, the job-shop scheduling problem is concisely introduced and it is reformulated orderpicking problem, which takes into consideration in worker's jamming in the logistic center. Before we show results of numerical experiments, a model of a logistic center is explained and ordered product properties for this model is shown from a viewpoint of real management of the warehouse. Numerical experiments verify that the proposed method can efficiently manage the warehouse. Finally, we summarize our study with some remarks.
Rerated Works and Purpose
The order-picking problem consists of three major decision-making problems: (1) how order-sheets are combined and assigned to workers, (2) how workers make the shortest route plan to collect products specified by given order-sheets, (3) how products are 26 3 (2013) assigned to shelves in a logistic center. There are few researches on the first problem. The second problem is treated as a vehicle routing problem or an n-traveling salesman problem (n-TSP). We have applied Heuristics or Meta heuristics to the second problem [1, 2] .
Many researches have been done for the third problem. M.K. Liu [3] proposed a clustering technique for product stock-allocation and order-picking. He formulated the problem as an assignment one and developed a primal-dual heuristic algorithm by rewriting the problem as the dual problem. However, this clustering algorithm is only applicable for a rectangular warehouse, where racks are arranged as columns and the columns are allocated to be parallel each other. This allocation makes it possible to formulate the problem as the assignment problem. Since grouped columns are not allocated merely to be rectangular shape, this algorithm is not applicable for the order-picking problem. M. B. Rosenwein [4] and J. M. Jarvis [5] were using a similar model as C. M. Liu. R. K. Koster, T. Le-Duc and K. J. Roodbergen [6] survey and review many literatures for order-picking. They illustrate Class-based storage , Zoning and Batching , and Routing methods . However, a model used by them is the rectangular warehouse as seen in C. M. Liu. The actual warehouse is much more sophisticated than they used. L. C. Tang and E. P. Chew [7] propose a batching algorithm for products based on the queuing theory and its result was applied for storage assignment. They also considered a picking system in a rectangular system. C. G. Peterson and R. W. Schmenner [8] evaluated routing and volume-based storage policies in an order picking operation. They indicated some geometric patterns for a warehouse to stock products based on ordered product volumes. They insisted that the ordered product with the largest volume should be allocated near a picking and dropping point (an exit point) in the warehouse. In the related works, they have focused on only the moving distance to workers and proposed effective methods for product allocation or routing. However, we need to consider worker's activity in the actual logistic center because many of these studies have been simulated without considering the jammed situation by many workers. The jammed situation means that workers attempt to pick the same product at the many same time at the same shelf. In this study, we consider the jammed situation.
Simultaneously working on the same shelf affects the management of collecting remaining products or work space such as picking cart gang ways. For example, if there is other worker is picking when the worker arrives at the same shelf, the worker who comes later have to wait until the former worker picking. Furthermore, if there are waiting workers, the worker who come last has to wait until after all workers would finish picking. At this time, the workers who come last and wait has better to replan the next picking sequence of products. This makes a new extra traveling path and becomes more complex because we must make a schedule that involves many workers' plans.
In this study, the order-picking problem including such a jamming conditions is replaced by Job-shop Scheduling Problem (JSP) and Local Clustering Organization (LCO) is applied to solve JSP.
Job-shop Scheduling Problem

JSP is a typical combinatorial optimization problem often applied in manufacturing systems. This problem is composed of a set of n jobs J = {J q },q = 1,2,···,n) and a set of m machines M = {M r },r = 1,2,···,m. Each job J q has their process and the sequence to use the machine MS q = (Mqr 1 ,M qr 2 ,···, Mqr m ) which has already been decided. Furthermore, a processing time of the machine to be used in the process of each job is given. In addition, the sequence of machines is restricted. Solution must satisfy that more than two jobs cannot be processed at the same machine simultaneously. The purpose of this problem is finding a feasible schedule that minimizes the makespan, namely the total elapsed time. The total number of combinations increases exponentially when the number of job and machine becomes large and the problem belongs to the NP hard class. In this study, solution expression of JSP is used multi-gene such as 
Solution of JSP
A solution of a JSP is to assign job sequences to machines shown in Fig. 2 . To represent such job assignments and sequences, we use the multiple gene representation. At first, we prepare one-dimensional array, which stores n×m data. The job number J 1 is stored in the first m data of the array, then J 2 is stored from (m +1)− th data to 2m − th data, and so on. Finally J n is stored from (nm − 1) − th data to nm−th data. After that, the data is rearranged in the array. The sequence of the rearranged data becomes the solution of the JSP. Fig. 3 shows an example of the rearranged data. Let us assume that J 1 , J 2 , and J 3 have processing sequence as shown in Table 1 . Then, the first data in the array J 1 is assigned to the first processing of machine M 1 by referring Table 1 , the second data in the array J 2 is assigned to the first processing of machine M 3 by referring Table 1 , the third data in the array J 4 is assigned to the first processing of machine M 2 by referring Table 1 , and the forth data in the array J 4 is assigned to the second processing of machine M 1 by referring 
procedure is repeated by the last data of the array assigned to some machine. Fig. 3 is obtained in this way in consideration of avoiding overlapped processing time of jobs.
Order Picking Problem
In an order-picking problem (OPP), n workers travels m shelves, which is specified by given order sheets in a logistic center. The worker leaves from the depot with a cart. When he comes and stands at some shelf, he picks up the specified number of product and put them into his cart. This working time is called the picking time. Then he moves to another shelf. When he collects all products specified by the order sheets, he returns to the depot. All the time that he spends for this traveling tour becomes his make-span time for his task. n workers repeat this collecting task. When all order sheets are assigned to n workers and n workers completely finish their tasks at K times, the longest cumulated traveling time of the the worker in K times becomes the maximum make-span time for the OPP. OPP is to find how to assign order sheets to workers repeatedly and how to travel shelves so as to minimize the maximum makespan time.
However, most of researches on the OPP merely determine an efficient traveling tour path between shelves. As described in the previous section, workers jamming frequently happen at the same shelf and this disturbs the efficient traveling tour. This paper treats OPP with the jamming restriction.
Transformation of OPP to JSP
Mathematical Expression of OPP
The OPP is formulated as follows.
and
where K is the number of traveling tours, W ik is the cumulated waiting time for picking in the k-th tour, T ik is the traveling time in the k-th time, and P ik is the cumulated picking time in the k-th tour. C i is the cumulated make-span time of the the worker i in K times. The worker i is specified shelves, where he picks products given by the assigned order sheets, in k-th tour. We set the task O ik as the order sheets given to the worker i in the k-th tour. Then the worker i completes the task specified by a set of tasks O i in turn K times, where
O ik determines products and shelves where the worker i must pick the products. We have to seek a tour sequence of shelves for the worker i as short as possible in k-th tour. This problem becomes a travelling salesman problem (TSP). This traveling time becomes T ik . Let us assume that there are n i (k) shelves for the worker i in k-th tour. Once we solve the TSP, we have the precedence relation of shelves that the worker i drops in the k-th tour. We write this precedence relation of shelves as
where s ijk is the j-th shelf that the worker i drops in the k-th tour. If other worker is picking products when the worker i arrives at the shelf s ijk , he must wait for finishing his picking operation. This time is defined as the waiting time at the shelf s ijk for the worker i in k-th tour. Then the waiting time W ik is written as
This waiting time represents the workers jamming time. In conventional order-piking method, the waiting time is not taken consideration in scheduling.
Transformation of JSP to OPP
Now, OPP is transformed to JSP. We regard a set of tasks O i and a set of shelves S ik for the worker i in k-th tour as a set of jobs J and a set of machines M respectively. Job s precedence relation MS q is replaced with R(S ik ). The machining time in JSP is replaced with the picking time in OPP. The waiting time for machining in JSP is replaced with 
Solving Order-picking Problem as Job-shop Scheduling Problem
In the previous section, it is described how OPP is transformed to JSP. This section explain how OPP is solved as JSP.
Assignment of Order Sheets to Workers
At first, order sheets for one-day operation in a logistic center is assigned to workers as shown in eq. (4). We assign the same number of order sheet to the workers. The order sheets O 11 is assigned to the worker 1, the order sheets O 21 is assigned to the worker 2, and this is repeated till the order sheets O n1 is assigned to the worker n. When the worker 1 finishes his task and return to the depot, the order sheet O 12 is assigned to the worker 1. So is the workers 2, 3, and so on. In this way, the workers task given by eq. (4) is determined.
Determination of Picking Route and Shelf Precedence Relation
The order sheets O ik for the k-th task for the worker i specify the dropping shelves in the k-th tour for the worker i. We regard a depot in a logistic center as a starting city and returning city in TSP. Also, we regard a set of shelves specified by O ik for the kth task as a set of cities in TSP. Paths between the depot and the shelves and between shelves make a weighted network graph. We set a distance between two neighborhood shelves that has a path between them to a weight value of the network graph. When the set of shelves used in the k-th tour is given, we calculate the shortest path between two shelves on the network by use of Dijkstra method. Now, the cumulated distances along the shortest path between two shelves can be calculated and this distance becomes two cities distance, namely, the cost, in TSP. After the set of shelves and their cost between two shelves are determined, TSP is completely described.
Fig. 4 Logistic center model
We solve this TSP by use of Local Clustering Organization (LCO), which is capable of solving large-scale TSP in a short time [9] . The solution of TSP gives a sequence of shelves that worker i makes a tour to collect products. This sequence becomes the shelf precedence relation R(S ik ) in eq. (5).
Solving OPP as JSP
Once the precedence relation R(S ik )(i = 1,2, ···,n) for workers and the cost between two shelves used in the k-tour, we can solve this problem as JSP. Since LCO is capable of solving not only TSP but also JSP [10] , LCO is applied to solve this JSP. In the proposed method, JSP is solved and obtained solution becomes OPP one. When the worker finishes the k-th tour, the worker can start the (k + 1)-th tour before other workers finish the k-th tour.
An Experimental Model of a Logistic Center
In this study, we use the logistic center model as shown in Fig. 4 .
In Fig. 4 , we place nodes in front of the shelves and consider nodes as a picking point. We connect link between nodes as passage, and set intersection points in links as picking points. The cost between nodes is an actual distance and workers move on the passage at a constant speed. A start and goal point is the same location. This model is the real logistic center and we use the real data for order sheets. Capability of this logistic center model and the order-sheet data are shown in Table 3 . The number of kind of products in one order-sheet Fig. 5 , the order sheet that specifies only one kind of product is mostly common. This distribution follows the power law. Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the number of order on the product. Most products are ordered only once. Products which is ordered many times is fewer.
In Fig. 6 , the most popular product is arranged in the origin and the most unpopular one is arranged to the most right hand side on the horizontal axis. Other products are arranged from the popular one to unpopular one. Fig. 7 shows the distribution on the The number of order Quantity of picking Fig. 7 The number of order by quantity of picking number of order and the total picking times of products per one order. This chart shows most of order includes only one product for one kind of product per one order (the worker picks only one product for one kind of product). These results show that the logistic center stores many kinds of product with a few numbers. However, there are some products, which are very popular and must keep them a very large number of them. In general, these product number distributions in the logistic center are often observed such as Amazon com. So, the logistic center needs a huge floor area but super markets.
Numerical Experiments
The effectiveness and validity of the proposed method are examined by using the actual logistic center model and order sheets' data. In order to verify the efficiency, we compare the proposed method with First In First Out (FIFO) method. FIFO is a rule to determine the workers' picking priority and this rule is that workers arrived first can work preferentially on the shelves. The logistic center model is shown in the Fig. 4 and experimental condition is shown the Table 3 . Characteristics of order sheet' data is shown in Figs. 5-7. We compare the makespan between a random method, FIFO method and the proposed method by changing the number of workers. The random method is that the worker is randomly selected when workers jamming occurs at the same shelf. Fig. 8 shows makespans vs the number of workers. Fig. 9 shows traveling time per worker vs the number of workers. A few jamming occurs for a few workers. It hardly make the waiting time on the shelves by FIFO schedule. Furthermore, the makespan becomes shorter as the number of workers becomes large, but it converges due to jamming though the traveling time becomes shorter in Fig. 9 . Fig. 10 shows an improvement rate by the proposed method of the number of workers. These results show appropriate number of workers appear in this condition. The traveling time
The number of workers The improvement rate(%)
The number of workers 7 Fig. 10 The improvement rate of the proposed method with each number of workers
Concluding Remarks
This study proposes the new method for an orderpicking problem. The proposed method can deal with the order-picking problem with workers jamming restrictions by transforming the order-picking problem to a job-shop problem. LCO is applied to not only determining the shelves priority for workers task but also solving the transformed JSP. Results show the proposed method brings better solutions than the random method and rule-based method do. This rulebased method means that the first coming worker can pick products at first when workers jamming occurs at some self. Furthermore, we find there exists the suitable number of workers in the modeled logistic center in experiments. This means we can employ the suitable number of workers for the specific logistic center in simulation. In future work, we experiment on other conditions of the logistic center model. In the case of the small number of shelves, the proposed method becomes more effective for the large number of workers because of the more jamming situation. We need to find the suitable number of workers on the variety condition.
